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Attract True Love Like a MagnetIn order to attract your true love, you have to believe you are able to

attract the right person into your life. True love comes to you, not by chance, but through who you

are. Thoughts and feelings emit vibrations that literally act as magnets drawing in people and

circumstances that resonate with what you think and feel about yourself.Through the power of

proven visualization and reprogramming techniques, you ll overcome inner obstacles to receiving

love. As your heart opens to experience more joy and fulfillment, you ll exude a radiant energy field

that attracts the love you desire.
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With over 2 million audio programs in print, Kelly Howell is highly acclaimed for her pioneering work

in healing and mind expansion. She s been actively involved in personal development and

consciousness research for more than two decades and is recognized as a thought-leader in the

field of personal transformation.In the early 1980's, Kelly began her research into the mind and it's

potential as part of her own personal exploration. She began making personalized reprogramming

tapes in her living room, and was astounded by the results. Seeing powerful changes in her life and

her client s lives, lead to years of research and production. In 1990 she formed Brain Sync offering a

wide range of CD s and mp3 downloads for meditation, healing, spiritual growth and mind

expansion.Over the years, Kelly has worked in cooperation with eminent scientists, medical

professionals, brain researchers and spiritual teachers to develop her groundbreaking

transformational audio techniques. Her clinically proven Brain Wave Therapy CDs are embraced by



both individual users and by medical professionals.In 2005 Kelly launched Theatre of the Mind

podcasts as an experiment. She says, I started Theatre of the Mind with the idea that the more we

understand the inextricable connection between thought and reality, the more power we have to

transform ourselves, our lives and the world. My intention is to make it easier to deepen our

understanding of Mind, and apply this knowledge to create real results."Theatre of the Mind

podcasts offer unprecedented access to some of the world s leading visionaries and consciousness

researchers exploring mind expansion intuition, creativity and the many facets of human potential.

Today, Theatre of the Mind consistently ranks in the iTunes Top 10 most downloaded Self-help,

Health, and Alternative Medicine podcasts producing over 100,000 downloads per month.

This is a lovely CD. Kelly's voice is so soothing, when time comes to Invision your dream

relationship, Kelly has gently drifted you to a deep relaxed, highly excepting state of mind. You will

like this.Will also help u pin point just exactly what kind of man or woman you'd like to be with .

I really am a firm believer in The Law Of Attraction and all of The Secret books, DVD's and CD's are

wonderful. It is amazing how much this has helped me in my life! Buy it, you won't be sorry!

I have Kelly Howell's other "Secret" CD's and I absolutely love all of them. The first half is a guided

meditation and the second half is just the sounds. I have only been using this specific one for about

a week, and I already feel more open and positive about relationships. Also, one thing I love about

all of these "Secret" cd's is the background sound. It isn't music, but it is very soothing and relaxing.

I highly recommend these cd's to anyone and everyone, and everyone I know who has tried them,

loves them as much as I do. Whenever I am feeling stressed out or negative, these cd's help me

realign to a more positive place. Without fail!

Very intense. I listen for a couple of days, information absorb into my conscience. I believe it works

but you have to stick with it, and also feel comfortable with the affect of changes brought on thru

brain frequencies,.

Thank you for such great service, WONDERFUL!!!

I always feel so good after using this CD while I am relaxing. It calms my heart and know that all is

well.



helpful

It a little long but a really good CD
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